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More vital than ever before is MICE industry’s contribution to Thessaloniki’s profitability 
and brand awareness. Unfortunately, due to COVID-19 pandemic, MICE sector is one of 
the hardest-hit industries globally and one of the last ones to fully recover. The study’s 
objectives is to examine the impact of COVID-19 pandemic on Thessaloniki’s MICE 
industry and the effectiveness of Thessaloniki’s MICE stakeholders’ response to the 
crisis. Further literature of MICE industry’s concept, benefits, as well as literature of 
crises types, previous crises, COVID-19 pandemic and its impacts internationally and 
nationally are reviewed. Additional literature of crisis management and successful case 
studies are examined as secondary data and consciously used for the achievement of 
study’s goals. The research is conducted by using the qualitative method of interviews 
and interviewees are chosen based on their contribution to Thessaloniki’s MICE 
industry. The primary data reveal the devastating impact of COVID-19 on Thessaloniki’s 
MICE sector and emphasize the high level of uncertainty. The study also examines the 
future impact of COVID-19 crisis which have already led to the new normal of a digital 
world. The effectiveness of Thessaloniki’s MICE stakeholders’ response is categorized 
and further analyzed into two stages; the pre-crisis stage of planning and the during-
crisis stage of response and recovery. The research indicates the resilience and 
professionalism of all participants, as well as their prompt response and adaptation to 
the unprecedented circumstances. The study highlights the importance of coordination 
between key stakeholders, as the vital ingredient for recovery, as well as the necessity 
of a crisis management plan. Further recommendations in regards to the post-crisis 
stage are provided, for a prompt and effective recovery, not only in Thessaloniki’s MICE 
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Tourism industry contributes a significant amount to the provincial GDP and constitutes 
one of the most important service sectors in Thessaloniki. Particularly, MICE tourism is 
one of the upcoming industries which participates in Thessaloniki’s profitability and 
brand awareness. However, these industries were proved highly vulnerable, affected by 
a variety of crises. One of the most serious crises constitutes COVID-19 pandemic, which 
breaks the upward trend of Thessaloniki’s MICE industry, since 2020 was expected to be 
a promising year. For that reason, it was valuable to examine the impact of COVID-19 on 
Thessaloniki’s MICE industry and provide useful recommendations for the post-crisis 
stage, aiming at a quick and successful recovery. The main objectives of the study were 
to investigate the impact of COVID-19 crisis on Thessaloniki’s MICE industry, as well as 
the effectiveness of Thessaloniki’s MICE stakeholders’ response to the crisis. In order to 
achieve those goals, further literature was provided in regards to the MICE industry and 
previous tourism crises in order to comprehend the nature of COVID-19 pandemic and 
its impact on the MICE industry nationally and internationally. Taking into consideration, 
extended literature of successful crisis management frameworks and useful secondary 
data for health-related crises, recommendations for enhancing Thessaloniki’s MICE 
stakeholders’ proactive strategy will be provided. Thus, the following study can be also 
used as a basic framework to create a proactive strategy for controlling a future health-
related crisis. Additional suggestions on how MICE stakeholders should handle the new 
normality and exploit the digital elements were also provided. In conclusion, the study 
revealed some vital ingredients which should be taken into consideration for 








2. Literature Review 
2.1 MICE Industry  
2.1.1 Definition and Concept 
 
MICE industry or Business Tourism refers to a service industry combining travel, trade, 
transportation, and finance fields. The term “MICE” stands for Meetings, Incentives, 
Conferences and Exhibitions. The industry is one of the most dynamic industries and it 
is gradually evolving for a long period of time.  Early records of this industry marked the 
need of sharing knowledge and exchanging products, through communicating in 
gatherings. Those needs led to the Industrial Revolution in 1760, when trading activities 
were rapidly evolving. As a result, industrialization developed the service industry to a 
fast-growing industry, and shaped the organizations into an integrated frame where 
social progress was essential. MICE Industry constitutes an integral part of the tourism 
sector, however the acronym has been criticized since the contribution of that industry 
comes from four separate activities and not just from one individual.  
Starting from the part of Meetings, there are many events included in this category, such 
as annual, weekly or daily gatherings aiming at adding value through communicating, 
celebrating, training, educating or informing their attendees for a specific subject. 
Meetings’ sizes vary, they can be one-to-one, group meetings or even a several thousand 
people gathering. Meeting venues differed depending on participation and the meeting 
style. Offices, hotel meeting rooms or roof tops, convention centers, universities, halls, 
or stadiums are possible meeting venues. Different types of meetings constitute 
educational sessions, lectures, seminars, training, workshops, forums, panel discussions, 
presentation of business strategies or product launches, awards, or even special 
occasion events such as the Olympics.  
Incentives are trips offered as an “award” to productive employees with a high level of 
performance who reached a specific goal. Incentive travel is a common motivational 
practice for increasing a company’s performance. There are two types of incentive 
travel, the individual and the group incentive travel. Both types affect favorably total 
business performance, however group incentives promote team building. Usually, these 
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paid trips consist of an itinerary of exclusive accommodation facilities, transportation, 
special events or dining options which offer a high-end experience. 
Conference part comprises a wide range of professional events based on a particular 
subject and organized on a formal structure. Conferences can be academic, trade or 
business ones and differ in terms of size, duration and purpose. These gatherings aim at 
addressing issues for further discussion, finding out solutions and consulting. Planning 
and organizing a conference requires a considerable amount of time, since there are 
plenty of aspects that should be taken into consideration, such as selecting venues, 
accommodation, flights and transportation, speakers and special guests. 
Exhibitions are events held for assisting businesses display and promote products, 
services or information, either to other businesses or directly to potential customers. 
Based on UFI, exhibitions categorized into trade and public exhibitions. Trade exhibitions 
are attended by trade visitors, having commercial purpose, while public ones are mainly 
focused on the general public. Trade shows, conferences and seminars are also 
incorporated in the frame of exhibitions so as to add more value and attendance. As a 
final remark, exhibitions are the most profitable event among others.  
MICE industry is the most critical field in tourism, combining both business and leisure 
interests. Business aspect is considered as a strategic element that contributes to local 
development by attracting investments and MICE activities. The aspect of cultural 
development is a crucial part, since knowledge sharing and intellectual development is 
achieved. Moreover, MICE activities contribute to regional historical and cultural 
tourism enhancement and promotion. According to Prince’s study (1993), education, 
networking and leadership were the key motivational drivers of participating in MICE 
activities. The above results are consistent with a study derived from Journal of 
Convention and Exhibition Management (2001) demonstrating the top five main travel 
motivations, “education”, “networking”, “interesting conference programs”, “career 
enhancement” and “travelling to desirable places”. It is widely accepted that destination 
image is one of the primary motivational factors, affecting destination selection. 
Oppermann (1995) figured out that associations have destination preferences and 
proved that attendance was higher, when MICE activities were held in destinations with 
preferred attributes. Based on Oppermann (1998), preferred requirements of a 
destination constitute the availability of meetings facilities, accessibility, destination 
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environment and cost. However, business tourism does not necessarily concern major 
urban destinations, equipped with large meeting and accommodation facilities. In the 
ICCA study “A Modern History of International Association Meetings” (2012), it was 
observed a decrease in the number of participants, while an increase in the number of 
MICE activities revealed a more sustainable trend which enables smaller destinations to 
attract business tourism. Besides sustainability, many studies have figured out that 
business tourists tend to spend more and stay longer and additionally, they may return 
to the host destination as repeat visitors and promote it through word of mouth. 
Considering the strong growth and benefits generated by the MICE sector, destinations 
globally strive and seek for the top positions and rankings. Destination Management 
Organizations (DMOs) and especially the Convention and Visitors Bureaus (CVBs) assist 
with the management, development and promotion of destinations as ideal and 
successful MICE destinations. The presence of a CVB is essential for a destination’s 
competitiveness and assists not only with promoting the destination’s image, but also 
with the interrelationship between its stakeholders. Based on Freeman’s (1984) 
definition of a stakeholder; it is any group or individual who affects or is affected by the 
achievement of an organization’s objectives. Similarly to organizations, destinations are 
comprised of many groups of stakeholders, however as per Buhalis (2000), destination 
is not a single product, but a combination of accommodation, culture, travel, 
infrastructure, entertainment, etc., thus problems and threats are much more complex, 
and formation of alliances between stakeholders are more than essential. Improving 
destination’s performance and strengthening its competitiveness generate profits and 
benefits to every involved party. Buhalis (2000) mentioned that a unified approach of 
destinations’ stakeholders, aiming to a common goal, is one of the most important 
competitive advantages of a destination. Besides the wide range of regional services 
provided, CVBs have the responsibility of international contacts. Internationalization 
and exchange of practices play a vital component for shaping and developing MICE 
tourism. Collectivism is required, since global reinforcement can be only achieved 




2.1.2 Benefits to local community 
The MICE industry is widely known for its beneficial contribution to the growth of host 
destinations. Destinations generate significant direct and indirect economic impacts, 
and this is why they are even more active in promoting their MICE activities. Direct 
impacts constitute MICE effects on jobs, directly influenced and participated in 
organizing MICE processes. Whereas, indirect ones express impacts mainly on MICE’s 
supplier industry, for instance catering companies or taxi services. For instance a 
medium-level MICE activity contributes to over 50 jobs, and consequently, assists with 
employment growth and supports the local economy. Based on UFI data the total global 
economic output of exhibitions during 2018 was estimated at €275.1 billion. 
Destination regeneration is achieved through infrastructure improvements and service 
enhancement due to MICE activities. Developing the host destination enhances not only 
visitors’ experience, but also locals’ daily life. Private and public investments such as new 
hotels, restaurants, shopping centers, venues, green areas and parks, improvements on 
road infrastructure and public transportation, enhance destination’s image and 
community’s daily living. Furthermore, local businesses have the chance to expand and 
create international links through participating in MICE activities. The creation of 
professional networks helps considerably the local community to build up a strong 
destination image and use it as a marketing tool to attract investments. Moreover, 
increased future visitation is one of the long-term benefits generated.  
Besides the creation of a professional profile, it is of utmost importance the social 
benefits gained through Business Tourism. Conferences and professional events bring 
together honored people specialized in their fields, who provide valuable educational 
content and opportunities to the local community. Information and knowledge shared 
can be transformed into creative ideas, and consequently, revitalization of the host 
destination can be achieved. In addition, conventions and meetings promote 
innovation, since access to new technology and ideas exchange are some of the main 
pursuits. Social benefit constitutes also the civic pride generated through holding 
successful events, and as a consequence boosts local community’s confidence. 
MICE development is incorporated into destinations’ tourism strategy, as an effective 
way to reduce seasonality. Destinations aim to host events mainly during low season, so 
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as to achieve higher hotel occupancy rates, higher demand of venues and thus enhance 
local economy. 
 
2.2 Crisis Management 
2.2.1 Types of Tourism Crises 
In today’s globalized world, easier and faster travel has increased the exposure of 
tourism in a range of risks. Tourism has been proved a vulnerable sector, since it was 
intensely affected by a variety of crises, categorized into 5 categories by UNWTO (2011).  
 Environmental Crises 




In the 21st century, the two most critical factors for the tourism industry are climate 
change and global health emergencies. 
UNWTO (2011) has categorized health-related crises into two sub-categories, micro-
level events and macro-level epidemics.  
Micro-level events constitute illnesses and outbreaks occurring from poor health and 
safety measures by service providers. 
Macro-level epidemics are diseases threatening a large population of residents and 
tourists in a specific destination. Pandemics are included in macro-level events, since 
are global outbreaks affecting a wider geographical area. 
Each crisis requires completely different crisis management and needs a different 
recovery period. Especially, health-related crises demand comprehensive post-crisis, 
during-crisis and after-crisis strategies. However, based on WWTC’s research (2016), 
destinations affected by pandemics need an average time of 21.3 months of recovery, 




2.2.2. Previous Tourism Crises 
Tourism industry has been constantly and significantly affecting by various crises in the 
past. Spanish flu (1918), Asian flu (1957) and Hong Kong flu (1968) are three of the 
biggest pandemics infected over 500 million of the world population.  
Between 2000-2015, tremendous events in global scale occurred, such as September 11 
terrorist attacks (2001), Bali Bombing (2002), the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome 
(SARS) outbreak (2003), the global economic crisis (2007), the Ebola pandemic (2014) 
and the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) outbreak (2015). 
It is worth noting the serious increase in pandemics since 2000, linked to the global 
environmental changes. However, the Global Risk Report 2020 of the World Economic 
Forum ranked 3rd last in the likelihood of infectious disease risk and 10th its impact 
severity.  
 
2.2.3 COVID-19 Crisis  
Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) was first identified in Wuhan City in China in December 
2019 and had rapidly spread worldwide, to more than 210 countries. COVID-19 was 
labelled a pandemic on 3 March 2020 by the World Health Organization (WHO) and 
characterized as mild to severe respiratory disease. The common symptoms were fever, 
dry cough and tiredness. Less common symptoms were aches and pains, sore throat and 
loss of taste or smell while, in more serious cases such as difficulty breathing or chest 
pain, the infection may turned to pneumonia, particularly in vulnerable groups. The 
patients with serious symptoms were visiting health facilities, while patients with mild 
symptoms managed the disease at home. COVID-19 was an unforeseen crisis and as a 
consequence, most of the countries were struggling with a lack of hospital beds capacity 
and resources. The infectious disease was highly transmissible and was spread through 
sneezing, coughing, handshaking and exhaling. Till November 2020, vaccines and 
medicines were under investigation. Since there is no treatment found yet, prevention 
is crucial for preventing the spread. WHO initially announced preventing measures such 
as healthy hygiene practices of hand cleaning with soap and sanitizers, wearing face 
masks, maintaining social distancing. Considering the rapid growth of the pandemic, 
WHO advised government authorities to impose unprecedented control measures in an 
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attempt to mitigate the risk of public health and the struggle on health facilities. In order 
to curb the spread of COVID-19, countries imposed travel restrictions and national 
lockdowns. Quarantine measures of self-isolation, movement restrictions and social 
distancing were established by specific locations, depending on epidemiological data 
and advised by WHO. In order to secure social distancing measures, government 
authorities established school closures and MICE and public gathering services were 
suspended or reduced their participation, depending on the country’s level of risk. 
Restrictions and closures were also imposed to non-essential businesses and public 
spaces such as restaurants, cafes, religious and cultural institutions, while public sector 
services were limited. The level of emergency differed not only among countries but 
even among destinations, this is why in some cases the emergency status was 
established on a sub-national level. On the grounds of COVID-19 damages and costs, 
government authorities supported communities and businesses by funding and liquidity 
reinforcements. The effect of COVID-19 on the global economy cannot be estimated, 
since its negative consequences will be extended over the long-term and over all 
industries worldwide. 
2.2.4 COVID-19 & Impact on MICE Industry 
Tourism industry and as a consequence, MICE industry were the hardest-hit industries 
of the current pandemic and it seems to be one of the last ones that will be fully 
recovered. National authorities, advised by WHO, issued numerous countermeasures. 
Restrictions differed between MICE companies worldwide, since circumstances were 
also different. On 17 March 2020, the number of participants in public gatherings of 
affected countries was reduced, varying from 100 participants to less than 10 depending 
on the country’s level of risk. Following these guidelines, decisions of postponing most 
of the MICE activities were established, while many organizers faced serious challenges 
and finally cancelled them. In addition, during the global lockdown period, travel 
restrictions suspended MICE activities and turned numerous venues into quarantine and 
testing areas.  
Based on the survey report of CIMERT (Center of International Meetings Research and 
Training, supported by ICCA) conducted in March 2020, 74 countries affected from the 
outbreak cancelled, postponed or modified their meetings and conferences. The 
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majority of the respondents comprised of Asia-Pacific region and Europe, consequently 
it was not globally representative. However, it should be mentioned the considerable 
impact of COVID-19 in Asia-Pacific Region for the first quarter, counting its change ratio 
at 47.92%, while Europe’s at 16.45%. Based on the same research, Africa was one of the 
hardest-hit regions, since its change ratio estimated at 30.43%. Most of the changes 
occurred in medium and large international conferences, while the small ones are less 
affected. Small meetings and conferences consist of 100 attendees, while medium 
conferences range from 100-500, large ones from 500-1000 and over 1000 attendees 
form a mega event or a super large conference. Considering the guidelines of WHO 
regarding the participants’ restriction, it is reasonable that smaller events were modified 
less. The research mentioned three main issues generated by the pandemic, which may 
influence the next day of the MICE industry. First and foremost, the industry’s 
revitalization will be gradually restored. The crisis was not only economic, but a 
psychological one. Thus, it is anticipated that the MICE industry will be fully recovered, 
when confidence will be rebuilt and fear will be diminished. Secondly, MICE organizers’ 
effective and meticulous processes in response to COVID-19, resulting in enhanced 
service quality. Lastly, new demands created in the conference industry. Adjustments 
on conference technology and alternative ways of online conference businesses were 
provided. These new formats of digital activities were the “new normal” due to the 
needs created by the pandemic. 
 
Based on the survey report of ICCA conducted in May 2020, determining the impact of 
COVID-19 to some leading industry associations, the significant percentage of 70% of 
respondents had postponed their activities. The postponements or cancellations of 
MICE activities are expressed not only as attendees’ fees but more importantly as 
economic loss for host destinations. The research reported that 66% of respondents 
believe that industry’s operations will change on a large extent. The option of non-
physical attendance used as a niche option, became a common occurrence. The vast 
majority of 84% of respondents mentioned that digital elements will be the basic 
component of their short-term activities. From that group of respondents, 35% of them 
will add hybrid elements, while 28% of them choose affordable online platforms such as 
Zoom or Webex. Considerable changes were reported in the rotation plan of 
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respondents. The result of 28% indicated the impact of COVID-19 on destinations, since 
some of the respondents will change their preferred destinations to closer or regional 
host destinations. The effects of social distancing got 34% of respondents to believe that 
MICE activities’ size will be reduced in 2021, while 35% of them were unsure, confirming 
the large extent of uncertainty. Based on the same research, flexibility became essential 
among partnerships, since destinations’, PCOs’ and their customers’ long-term benefits 
will be achieved through understanding and support. Moreover, COVID-19 deemed 
necessary the value of cooperation, since strategies and practices should be exchanged 
among MICE industry’s stakeholders, for the common goal of industry’s recovery and 
growth. IAPCO realized this necessity and initiated a cooperation of 11 Associations of 
PCOs into a global task force, through which data exchange regarding actions, 
responses, strategies and policies for managing COVID-19, were promoted. It should be 
mentioned that HAPCO is a member of that union. 
 
Based on the 25th UFI Global Exhibition Barometer, 85% of exhibition centers responded 
that they had operated normally till January. This percentage rapidly dropped to 15% in 
March, when in April, May and June the percentage fluctuated between 5-6%. It is also 
worth noting that 73% of the exhibition centers reported “no activity” at all, for April 
and May. In terms of operation profits on the exhibition industry, UFI’s research had 
demonstrated that revenues of the first half of 2020 estimated at 33% of the revenues 
in the same period in 2019, globally. Foreseeing 2020 as a whole, the same research had 
revealed that the total revenues were anticipated only 39% of those of 2019 in Asia-
Pacific, while in Europe only 44%. UFI estimated the total loss, caused by COVID-19 on 
MICE industry (direct impact) and on the businesses favored by MICE activities (indirect 
impact), to be globally a minimum of 158 billion euros. This terrific number can be also 
figured as 1.9 million job positions. In addition, UFI research indicated that the impact 
of COVID-19 crisis had boosted the transition of the exhibition industry to digitalization, 
since 50% of the international companies expanded their investments towards digital 
options. On the other side, programs related to diversity and sustainability were 
reduced. Likewise ICCA’s research, UFI implied a shift in virtual options as an 
unavoidable strategy for companies in order to survive. Moving forward will not be 
“business as usual”. COVID-19 crisis had fundamentally changed the way of operations. 
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MICE associations and companies had adapted to the “new normal” and turned to 
online platforms and new software technologies to grow the number of their activities. 
UFI’s research showed that 82% of the respondents confirmed the urge on digital 
elements, while the 57% of them believed that physical events are more valuable and 
will shortly return. It should be mentioned that the vast majority of 80% of the European 
respondents claimed that virtual events will not replace the physical ones. Getz (2012) 
cited that virtual events will be in addition to, and not a substitute for live event 
experiences. 
2.2.5 Thessaloniki & MICE Industry 
Thessaloniki is the second largest city in Greece, with an estimated resident population 
of 1,1 million. The city is connected through direct flights of 53 airlines with 117 
destinations. Thessaloniki maintains 15 UNESCO monuments and was selected as 
Cultural Capital of Europe in 1997 and as a European Youth Capital in 2014.  
Based on ICCA statistics reports of 2019, Thessaloniki has risen to 70th position in 
worldwide ranking based on number of meetings and 39th in Europe ranking. 
Thessaloniki’s MICE stakeholders lie behind those rankings and work constantly for the 
city’s growth. The aforementioned stakeholders will be further analyzed below.  
TIF – Helexpo is the national exhibition agency, boosting the regional economy from 
1925. TIF organizes major exhibitions all over Greece, participates in international ones 
and is a member of UFI, IAEM, ICCA, AIPC, IAEE, ITTFA and HAPCO. The main 
International fair of Thessaloniki, as well as the branch exhibitions are more than 15 and 
are held annually. In addition, TIF accommodates three conference centers.  
Thessaloniki Convention Bureau (TCB) is a private, non-profit organization and the 
primary stakeholder of Thessaloniki’s MICE industry. It coordinates its 50 members, in 
order to promote its mission; to promote Thessaloniki as an exceptional, first-class MICE 
destination.  
TCB members contribute heavily on the city’s MICE industry through providing high-
quality MICE services and assisting with destination’s promotion. They are well-known 
hotels equipped with venues, PCOs and service companies, dedicated to strengthening 
business tourism in Thessaloniki. 
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Despite the contribution of main stakeholders, it should be mentioned that secondary 
stakeholders, such as airlines, retail shops, flower shops, catering services, audio-visual 
companies, are also involved in the business tourism experience, however they are not 
responsible for MICE industry’s survival. 
2.2.6 COVID-19 & Impact on Greece’s MICE Industry 
Greece’s response to COVID-19 pandemic recognized as one of the most successful ones 
and set an example, not only for its prompt response in crisis management, but also for 
its totally safe reopening and execution of hybrid MICE events. The government 
established on 23 March 2020 the strict mitigation measures of national lockdown, 
school closures, travel bans for travelers from high-risk countries and mandatory 
quarantines for travelers coming from other countries, during the second quarter of 
2020. It should be noted that all MICE events were initially suspended from March 9 
until July 1, along with the reopening of economic activities. At a later stage, based on 
health and state authorities, the precautionary guidelines for MICE activities established 
strict social distancing measures and participation restrictions. It was permitted 1 person 
per 15 square meters for both indoor and outdoor spaces of the MICE event and social 
distancing of 1.5 meters. Participants must be invited through online invitations which 
should be displayed at their entrance. Participants’ temperature must be measured 
before their admittance to the venue and recorded. Moreover, participants’ 
identification badges must be highly visible during their whole visit. Mandatory was the 
use of face masks for every participant and employee as well as hand-sanitizers in highly 
visible locations. Specific guidelines regarding cleaning and disinfecting processes were 
imposed. It should be mentioned that organizers must create a crisis management plan, 
available in case of inspection, while health and safety regulations must be displayed on 
signs on visible spots around the venue and must be sent to every participant before the 
event. In the beginning of September, additional regulations were set, establishing the 
number of participants’ restriction of 50 persons for physical events. In addition, the 
mandatory analogy for every participant was 2.2 square meters for indoor places, while 
for outdoors was set at 2 square meters. The additional regulations were too strict for 
MICE stakeholders, since all measures cannot be immediately implemented and most 
MICE activities require at least a 6-month preparation. The intense dissatisfaction 
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directly expressed to authorities, however regulations amended during October. During 
that period, MICE stakeholders struggled with holding their already planned activities 
and consequently most of them were postponed or cancelled. Cancelled events are 
expressed by economic losses of suppliers’ deposits, which cannot be refunded, 
resulting in serious damage for organizers. Official regulations were amended in the 
middle of October, depending on the level or risk for each destination. The pandemic 
situation had significantly deteriorated and as a result, a second national lockdown 
imposed during November and consequently, suspension of all MICE events. 
Besides the negative consequences, COVID-19 led to the beginning of a fruitful 
cooperation of Greece’s biggest MICE stakeholders, HAPCO, ACVB and TCB. The 
cooperative approach is essential for the creation of a strategic plan for the growth of 
the MICE industry in Greece and for further support and promotion of Greece’s MICE 
stakeholders and their members. The aforementioned stakeholders collaborated on a 
national level for the first time, conducting a research regarding the impact of COVID-19 
on Greece’s MICE industry. The research reported 1745 changes (postponements and 
cancellations) in meetings and conferences all over Greece till June. In regards to 
Thessaloniki, 45.9% of its MICE activities were postponed or cancelled till June, therefore 
the number of changes is significantly higher due to the second national lockdown. It is 
worth referring to the tremendous percentage of reduction of foreign participants 
calculated at 91%. In terms of financial turnover, its reduction exceeded the percentage 
of 75% for both PCOs and DMCs. Further to that research, Greece’s MICE companies had 
dedicated over 60% of their operation into handling the current situation, while reaching 
new MICE activities was of lower concern. Technical knowledge became essential for 
MICE stakeholders’ survival in the competitive world of their industry, especially 
nowadays, that virtual events tend to replace the physical ones globally. The 
respondents seemed to realize that shift into the new normal, since a considerable shift 
in digital options had been recorded. A significant percentage of 83% of PCOs and DMCs 
were cooperated with contractors organizing virtual activities, while a 67% of the 
respondents were turned in organizing virtual meetings and conferences. As far as the 
working conditions were concerned, the impact of COVID-19 in the workplace was 
remarkable, since 72% of employees of PCOs and DMCs were working from home, while 
33% part-time and the rest 33% were suspended. Based on that research, respondents’ 
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number one priority was survival and recovery counting at 70%, while 50% of them were 
dedicated to digital transformation. The results reconfirmed that Greece’s MICE industry 
was adversely affected and its stakeholders were seeking survival strategies. A 
significant amount of them had already strived into digital options and invested in virtual 
elements. Thus, it shall be acknowledged the prompt reaction and adjustment of Greece 
MICE industry to the new normal. 
Besides the part of meetings and conferences, the impact on exhibitions’ industry 
should be noted. The 85th Thessaloniki International Fair, the largest and most 
profitable exhibition, was cancelled due to an unforeseen surge in COVID-19 cases in the 
city, while its damages estimated up to 50 million euros for the city. However, TIF 
managed to organize “Thessaloniki Helexpo Forum”, a political-economic forum 
replacing the fair and presenting a 23 panel discussion, regarding politics, economy and 
society. Philoxenia, the international tourism exhibition held annually in Thessaloniki, 
was also planned as a hybrid forum, focusing on the new dimensions of the tourism 
industry, however it was cancelled due to the second lockdown. Based on this study’s 
primary data, TIF’s losses on its annual financial turnover estimated up to 70%. 
 
2.2.7 Crisis Management Plan 
Each crisis demands a different crisis management plan (CMP), based on its level of 
uncertainty and complexity. A health-related crisis consists of high levels of complexity 
and requires the involvement of many stakeholders. All researchers acknowledge the 
value of cooperation and communication for confronting crises. Therefore, it is vital the 
presence of a CMP for every organization or destination, ensuring safety for the local 
community. Nonetheless, as Faulkner (2001) supports, there are only few organizations 
having in place CMPs. Moreover, it should be added that most of the strategies used by 
organizations or companies are reactive and focus on recovery. 
There are a number of Crisis Management theories and models designed, and most of 
them identify three stages; pre-crisis, during-crisis and post-crisis stage. This is a 
comprehensive approach, combining proactive and reactive strategies aiming at the 
effective handling of the crisis. The following research was based on Ritchie’s framework 
(2004), consisting of the pre-crisis stage of planning, the during-crisis stage of response 
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and recovery, and the post-crisis stage of resolution and future learning. Following 
extensive research among crisis management models, Ritchie’s Tourism Crisis and 
Disaster Management Framework (CDMF) was ideal, due to the flexibility approach. 
 
Pre-crisis Stage of Planning 
Proactive planning and strategy formulation are critical for an effective CMP. Based on 
the Good Practice Guidance for COVID-19, a project designed by AIPC and UFI for MICE 
stakeholders so as to assist them with pre-crisis planning, key processes of proactive 
planning will be further analyzed. 
A well-structured CMP requires the involvement of many stakeholders since the 
response and recovery of a destination depends on exchanging practices and 
information. Crisis Management is divided into two interrelated parties, Operational 
Crisis Management and Communications Crisis Management, however they stand 
individually, since they have different aims and priorities. Operational Crisis 
Management is defined by UNWTO as a framework of strategies, processes and 
measures planned and implemented to prevent and cope with a crisis. Whereas, 
Communications Crisis Management is the strategy of communicating so as to minimize 
or prevent the negative outcomes derived from crisis. Nonetheless, Crisis Management 
Team (CMT) and Communications Crisis Team (CCT) maintain close communication 
during the whole process in order to effectively manage the crisis.  
Starting with internal communication, one of the main priorities is to establish a CMT 
and a senior person with authority as its leader. Roles’ and responsibilities’ delegation, 
coordination and effective communication should be managed by the leader. Regular 
training is crucial in order every member to be fully-aware of his roles and reduce 
overlap. The CMT is responsible for developing strategic planning, contingency plans and 
should be up to date from national and international daily reports and news.  
As regards external communication, health authorities and healthcare providers are 
primary stakeholders since they are strongly interrelated with the CMP. CMT should 
regularly conduct meetings with them to agree roles, responsibilities, to test and 
confirm that procedures and systems are in place in case of risk, and to be advised and 
informed about health-related concerns. Ensuring trust, clarity and resilience are three 
key elements that should be established in advance.  
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External communication with the government requires investment of time. Government 
involvement during outbreaks is crucial, since imposed measures heavily affect the 
operation of the MICE industry. That’s why MICE stakeholders should build a 
collaborative strategy and constantly promote the importance of the MICE industry in 
the local economy. Furthermore, a preliminary agreement with the government 
regarding financial resources, such as emergency funds for mitigation measures should 
be reported in advance. 
The cooperation among MICE stakeholders is also considered as external 
communication. Successful crisis response is achieved through exchanging practices and 
transparency of information flows between national and international stakeholders for 
a speedy and effective industry recovery.  
Based on UNWTO’s model (2011), it is highly recommended to cultivate a cooperative 
relationship with the media, so as to ensure support and better control of messages 
communicated. Establishing a CCT and assigning an official spokesperson responsible for 
media interaction is essential. The spokesperson is responsible for training the CCT and 
for organizing regular meetings to ensure that everyone is aware of responding to media 
inquiries and be informed about frequent updates. 
Frequent and long-term relationships with travel trade partners can develop trust and 
engagement, offering future support in case of potential crisis. 
Having assured that working arrangements and communication plan are in place, 
emergency preparedness should be formed. Firstly, the organization should consult 
health authorities on creating a medical response plan. The plan must include guidelines 
for emergency situations, identify roles and tasks of the emergency crisis team and 
report key contact details for a future emergency case. The procedure of managing a 
confirmed or suspected case is included in that plan. Some of the issues that should be 
initially settled are the responsible member of the emergency team for the emergency 
case, a temporary quarantine area, first aid or medical services, transportation services 
with trained healthcare staff and urgent support of local health authority. A plan for 
managing an affected member of the event’s team should be also prepared.  
In collaboration with health authorities, a comprehensive hygiene and safety plan 
should be established. Displaying health and safety measures on signs in visible common 
areas of the venue is required. Hand sanitizer stations can be also placed in common 
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areas. Personal protective equipment, such as facemasks and hand sanitizers should be 
provided, as well as gloves for the personnel. Conducting carefully health screening by 
using certified equipment, may be placed in entrances, as well as professional medical 
staff observation, conducting laboratory diagnostic tests, if needed. Seating 
arrangements, one-way visitor movement flow, QR codes on registration procedures are 
some of the measures for social distancing that may be included in that plan. Also, 
procedures such as regular venue deep cleaning after each use, cleaning regime and 
increased staff patrols should be settled in advance. 
Moreover, MICE organizers should consider Scenario Planning, a useful practice assisting 
organizers with managing unexpected, emergency situations. One of the scenarios is the 
already referred emergency situation of a confirmed or suspected case. Media 
announcements (real or fake) for a suspected case that may harm the event or even 
harm organization’s image should be also examined. Additional precautionary measures 
can be asked by a customer at short notice. Organizers may also assess the possibility of 
modifying the activity, for instance its duration or participation, or even postpone or 
cancel the event due to an emergency. To manage all these possible scenarios, 
contingency plans must be developed and CMT should be up to date and well-prepared. 
It should be noted that financial resources for contingency planning should be included 
on organization’s budget. 
Based on WHO, in order to ensure effective surveillance, communications and use of 
resources during the CMP, organizers should establish the C3 procedures, stands for 
Command, Control and Communications. The first procedure of Command assists with 
the effective allocation of resources during all the stages of CMP. Control procedure 
reassures that all the activities and resources meet the already set standards 
appropriately and timely. Communication makes sure of rapid response between CMT 
on health-related issues. Modern technologies, such as software programs, are 
recommended for not only rapid surveillance but also for rapid internal and external 
communications.  
Monitoring news is an important element during all stages of CMP. The CCT leader 
should assign a team responsible for news monitoring so as to keep track of daily news 
affecting the industry, any new protocols and regulations, any crisis emerging and its 
effects, media news related to the industry or even directly to the organization. The 
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responsible team should monitor a variety of communication channels including official 
websites of government, destinations, public and private stakeholders, national and 
international health authorities, and definitely all kinds of media, traditional or social 
media. Moreover, the team should rapidly inform the CCT in case of any misleading 
information related to the organization in order the spokesperson to respond quickly.  
All the aforementioned plans and procedures should be regularly updated. The CMT 
should ensure that all these plans are functional through continuous training and 
exercising. Scenario planning and contingency plans should also be tested for ensuring 
emergency preparedness.  
 
During-crisis stage of Response and Recovery 
The second stage of CMT consists of executing selected strategies in order to mitigate 
and manage the crisis. The stage of Strategic Implementation is a complex phase in 
which flexibility and constant monitoring are required. Due to the time pressure during 
the emergency phase, organizations should be focused on the current data and carefully 
but promptly make effective decision-making to gain control over the crisis.  
In a health-related crisis, resource management is a crucial issue during that phase. 
Working environment modifications, such as suspensions, working from home or 
flexible working hours should be considered. Moreover, employees’ empowerment and 
motivation through regular virtual meetings are necessary. For instance, the successful 
launch of digital platform “Greece from Home”, created by Greek Tourism Ministry, 
GNTO and Greece’s DMO, aimed at both promoting the country but also at improving 
tourism professionals’ digital skills and presence.  
Moreover, redeployment of financial resources should be analyzed in that phase. 
Government monetary measures that may offer some extended credit or funding to 
tourism businesses should be taken into consideration. 
Following the resource management, crisis communication is of primary importance 
during the crisis. WHO characterized COVID-19 as an “infodemic”, since a load of 
information, both real and fake, had been spread worldwide. CCT should be responsible 
for regular news monitoring, covering all of the communication channels. Organizations 
should be aware of any new regulations and current changes, such as measures, 
restrictions and new risks or opportunities. An additional reason for news monitoring 
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constitutes rumors’ control. Being proactive and managing media during the crisis 
period is vital, since they tend to exaggerate and spend misleading information and 
consequently harm destination’s or industry’s reputation. In that case, the CCT’s 
spokesperson should quickly respond a consistent message. On the other side, it should 
be acknowledged that the media managed to raise funds for destinations damaged by 
previous crises. 
Marketing strategies, aiming at recovery, should be developed by CCT. Speaking of 
media, destinations and organizations can use them in order to restore confidence and 
a positive image. Positive news stories can be valuable for a destination, especially when 
they highlight destination’s successful crisis management, such as CNN’s and 
Bloomberg’s articles praising Greece’s handling of COVID-19 in contrast to its main 
competitors. Promotional video and campaigns should be created for promoting the 
organization’s brand and mainly emphasizing on the organization’s responsible and safe 
aspect. As an example, Greece’s slogan “Till Then #StaySafe”, launched during the 
spread of the pandemic, was considered as a successful social media campaign. 
Campaigns can be also launched through foreign travel advisories. For instance, Chinese 
company “Dragon Trail Interactive” launched the social media campaign of 
#Thinkingofyou referring to Greece which achieved high ratings. Re-directing marketing 
is a recommended recovery strategy for MICE organizations, focusing on attracting less 
affected markets. New directions may be effective at the early stage of the recovery 
period. “Value-add” strategy is a useful marketing strategy, offering incentives to MICE 
participants, such as a free city tour during a 4-days conference. Discount pricing 
strategy is not always recommended, however creating special offers may be proved 
valuable for some MICE organizers during the early stage of the recovery period. 
The use of websites is also a powerful source for communicating the current situation 
and providing information. Organizations should create a central information point such 
as a separate news column dedicated to the crisis. This part may include current news 
releases, publications related to the recovery efforts and timely health-related 
information.  
In that phase, organizations should also consider the refund policies, price reductions or 
any vouchers provided, as well as the approach of communicating information to 
customers, such as whether the event will be held or postponed. Due to high 
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uncertainty, CCT should be responsible for customer communication and secure 
consistency by being reassuring, without being over optimistic. 
Typically, during the recovery efforts, national and local marketing specialists decide 
collectively the public message that will be shared through marketing campaigns and 
other marketing strategies. Strengthening the collaboration between stakeholders is the 
last and most important aspect of that phase. MICE organizers should collaborate with 
government, media, public and private stakeholders for one common purpose; recovery 
of the MICE industry and reshaping destination’s image as a safe destination. 
 
Post-crisis stage of Resolution and Future Learning 
In the last stage, MICE organizations should evaluate their actions and the effectiveness 
of selected strategies and collaborations. Feedback loops are required in order to make 
necessary adjustments on unsuccessful strategies or communications and resources’ 
allocation. By monitoring, reassessing and evaluating the plan, MICE organizations can 
build resilience on responding successfully to crises. The resilience built, by every MICE 
organization individually, may affect the overall MICE industry, ensuring a better future 
response. Promotional activities should continue to promote a healthy and safe 
environment in the post-crisis stage. Ritchie’s framework reports that going back to 
normal is the first step of the post-crisis period. However, COVID-19 acts as an agent of 
change and moving forward will not be “business as usual”. 
 
2.2.8 Successful Case Studies 
After the global lockdown period, MICE industry started gradually its reopening under 
controlled conditions, determined by international and national authorities. Strict 
national regulations were imposed regarding MICE activities, deterring most of the 
organizers from carrying out their activities. However, some countries managed to 
safely plan and hold MICE events at an early stage and successfully restarted their MICE 
activity. Dubai was one of the successful case studies, highlighted by both UFI and 
IAPCO. The first physical business event was held on July 16th in Dubai World Trade 
Centre (DWTC). The gradual reopening was very controlled which was the key of 
success. The event was called “the AI Everything X Restart Dubai” and attracted 600 
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participants. It was organized with an extensive planning of precautionary measures and 
guidelines, developed by a collaboration of public and private sector, establishing health 
and safety as the first priority. Mandatory masks, personal hygiene kits, social 
distancing, temperature checks, contactless registration and regular disinfection were 
some of the precautionary measures taken. Dubai managed to reopen early and 
successfully due to its effective crisis management framework. Based on UFI’s current 
panel, DWTC’s executive vice president, Mahir Julfar, Dubai used the time of lockdown 
period to create its crisis management model called "The Operations Journey”. During 
the first hit of COVID-19 from January till February, Dubai was scanning news and global 
guidelines, working on customer communication and implementing immediate projects, 
while simultaneously, working closely with government and local authorities who were 
developing official guidelines. From March to May, during the lockdown period, DWTC 
were developing procedures and strategic plans, ensuring training for standardization 
of practices and figuring out the ideal technological solutions. At the early stage of 
recovery, from June to August, venues guidelines were released and in addition, DWTC 
was certified by its own “Venue Safe” standards, a safety assurance initiative for 
ensuring compliance with all the strict safety and hygiene measures for a safe venue. 
Moreover, temperature management was ensured, using high-tech equipment, as well 
as the implementation of key processes of each department. Bureau Veritas, a world 
leader in inspection and certification, was certified DWTC with “Bureau Veritas 
SafeGuard label”, ensuring all the health and safety standards. From September 
onwards, DWTC managed to enhance COVID-19 services, while keeping on surveillance 
of the pandemic situation and carefully following all the official guidelines. 
Dubai reopened its borders on July 7 and managed to hold successfully the first 
international event after the pandemic outbreak. The three-day international retail 
exhibition, “World Art Dubai”, had been postponed from April to October and took place 
on DWTC with the participation of 120 exhibitors, following all the precautionary 
measures. The organizers acted prudently and paid attention to every little detail, 
setting a good example for the next international events. The venue was prepared 
accordingly to ensure ample space for social distancing based on official guidelines, 
while temperature sensors and sanitizing stations were placed all over the venue. Masks 
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were mandatory and numerous volunteers, regular announcements and safety 
signboards maintained a safe environment.   
Another successful case constitutes China, not only for managing MICE activities, but for 
the overall part of crisis management. China was the first country hit by COVID-19, 
however its effective response enabled China to be the fastest to recover. Strict 
measures for preventing a second pandemic wave were imposed, such as 7-21 days of 
quarantine and a negative COVID-19 test by every international visitor entering the 
country, while every citizen must have a health code, confirming the level of risk of 
personal exposure to COVID-19 in his smartphone. China International Import Expo 
(CIIE) 2020 was a successful case study, since its organizers had a comprehensive set of 
plans, including health and safety, emergency response, contingency and most 
importantly prevention and control plans. CIIE-2020 took place from November 5 to 10 
and proved to be one of the largest events during 2020, considering that it was held in 
the National Exhibition and Convention Centre of 360.000 square meters. The exhibition 
attracted 150.000 professional purchasers and 400.000 professional visitors. 25 medical 
observation spots on the venue and the set-up of the testing zone were prepared by 
health workers. Based on CIEE’s prevention and control planning, international 
participants were required to submit their health declaration form, ensuring that they 
tested negative, but also they were imposed a 14-days quarantine at a specific hotel out 
of 1.150 hotels, participated in that purpose. The participants were tested twice during 
that period and those who tested negative, were able to attend the exhibition. Domestic 
visitors must have a negative test within seven days before their entry, as well as the 
staff members. Masks were mandatory and the participants were not allowed to exceed 
the 30% of the venue’s capacity, ensured by traffic controls. CIIE-2020 focused mainly 
on comprehensive prevention and control planning, which was the key to its success. 
Besides the successful cases of physical MICE activities, it should be highlighted at least 
one successful virtual event. Global MICE industry is gathered at IBTM World for over 30 
years, an exhibition which connects MICE stakeholders and inspires exceptional, 
worldwide experiences. IBTM World 2020 was successfully held virtually, managing 
13.000 business meetings and recording international attendance of 2.300 MICE 
professionals and 700 exhibitors. The attendance of pre-arranged meetings was 
recorded at 92% and the average quality rating from both exhibitors and hosted buyers 
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was 4.6/5, which verifies the success of the first-ever IBTM World Virtual. IBTM team 
managed effectively a programme of 87 live sessions, consisting of a variety of quality 
topics, which was also available online for two weeks. The support of the IBTM team, as 
well as the provision of user-friendly platforms and the encouragement of networking 
through business cards’ exchange and guest rooms’ availability were only a few bonus 
features mentioned by participants. Despite the difficult challenge, IBTM managed to e-
travel its participants, offer quality content, enable business opportunities and create 
valuable business networks, facilitating MICE professionals to industry’s recovery.   
 
3. Research Methodology 
3.1 Methodology 
The research of “MICE Industry – Crisis Management: The case of Thessaloniki” was 
conducted by using the qualitative method of interviews. The reason why the qualitative 
method was selected is that the research aimed at the examination of COVID-19 impact 
level on Thessaloniki’s MICE stakeholders and their effectiveness on managing the crisis. 
Consequently, qualitative method was ideal for uncovering participants’ perspectives 
and gathering extensive information. The qualitative method of interviewing was 
chosen in order to bring out useful details and meaningful information by the key 
stakeholders who maintain and evolve Thessaloniki’s MICE industry. Specifically, 
qualitative data contributed to a deeper understanding of how each organization 
experienced the crisis and how the “new normal” was perceived. 
The sampling technique used for the research was the purposive sampling, since the 
research focused directly on a limited number of individual organizations. The purposive 
sample was chosen based on participants’ contribution level to Thessaloniki’s MICE 
industry. 
3.2 Population, Target Population, Sample 
The population of the following research included every MICE stakeholder, contributing 
to Thessaloniki’s MICE industry. The target population was categorized in four groups: 
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Target Population Group 1: Hotels 
Taking into consideration that the convention venues are limited in Thessaloniki, hotels 
equipped with meeting and convention facilities play a fundamental role in city’s MICE 
industry. Hotels combine MICE activities with accommodation and entertainment 
provision, offering a full-services package. 
Target Population Group 2: PCOs 
Professional Conference Organizers are companies, specialized in organizing MICE 
activities, which play a major role in Thessaloniki’s brand awareness as a MICE 
destination. Moreover, they provide full-service management including sponsorships, 
funding, marketing, financial management, accommodation, transportation and further 
facilities’ recommendations. 
Target Population Group 3: TCB 
Thessaloniki Convention Bureau was examined as a separate category, since it is a non-
profit organization, aiming at promoting Thessaloniki as a MICE destination and 
improving its competitiveness by communicating destination’s strengths. TCB assist with 
the successful cooperation between Thessaloniki’s MICE stakeholders. 
Target Population Group 4: TIF 
Thessaloniki International Fair was also examined separately, since it is the national 
exhibition agency and independently contributes to the exhibition part of Thessaloniki’s 
MICE industry. Moreover, TIF focuses on international networking in order to 
successfully promote Thessaloniki. 
From the first group of “Hotels”, the sampling group included 5-star hotels, equipped 
with spacious conference venues and high-end technology equipment. The selected 
hotels were well-known for their high-end MICE services and they were all members of 
TCB. From the second group of “PCOs”, the selected sampling group was based on 
reputation level. Moreover, the three companies selected are members of TCB and 
actively participate in Thessaloniki’s MICE industry growth. 
Interviewing has a range of interview types, however the following primary data was 
gathered through in-depth, semi-structured interviews. The selected interview type was 
ideal due to its flexibility, providing the opportunity of exploring and uncovering 
participants’ concerns and experiences. Interviews were conducted through phone and 
Skype meetings. Meaningful data were collected and new areas were analyzed through 
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one-to-one discussions, which could not be achieved through other research methods. 
One more reason why the subject should be thoroughly investigated through the 
qualitative method of interviewing, was the complexity of Crisis Management, especially 
its combination with MICE industry, a sector with multiple services.  
Purposive sampling was preferred for choosing the ideal participants, ensuring accurate 
and precise data. From the sampling group of “Hotels”, the interviewees held a 
management position and they were thoroughly knowledgeable about the crisis 
situation in hotel’s operations, as well as hotel’s CMP concerning MICE activities. From 
the second sampling group of “PCOs”, the interviewees held either top-level 
management or middle-level management positions. The interviewees were 
responsible for the company’s CMP, so as to guarantee data accuracy. From the 
categories of TCB and TIF, both interviewees are key members not only of their 
organization, but of Thessaloniki’s MICE industry. As a consequence, their valuable data 
assured the achievement of study’s purpose. It should be mentioned that the structure 
of TCB interview was different since the organization is not a MICE organizer, thus the 
questions were adjusted. 
The following table lists the companies and the organizations participated in the 





Interviewee Name Interviewee Position 
Artion Conferences & Events Mrs. Amarantidou Valentini Director of Development 
Global Events Ltd. Mr. Sideras Theocharis Business Operations 
Manager 
Grand Hotel Palace Mrs. Stamati Valia MICE Sales Manager 
Mediterranean Palace Hotel Mrs. Sotiriadou Nana Conference & Events 
Manager 
SYMVOLI Conference & 
Cultural Management 
Mrs. Papadimitriou Vicky Managing Director 
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The Met Hotel Mr. Karl A. Chehab General Manager 
Thessaloniki Convention 
Bureau (TCB) 
Mrs. Sotiriou Eleni Managing Director 
Thessaloniki International 
Fair (TIF) 
Mr. Pozrikidis Kyriakos Managing Director 
 
The research was carried out in the beginning of November, during the second wave of 
COVID-19 in Greece. The intense uncertainty constrained the interview to focus mainly 
on participants’ actions throughout the pre-crisis and during-crisis periods, rather than 
the post-crisis one. Specifically, the interview focused on the impact of COVID-19, the 
changes and the “new normal” caused by the virus, as well as the proactive and reactive 
responses of participants and the strategies used for managing the crisis. The first part 
of the interview consisted of 7 questions focusing on the impact of COVID-19, while the 
second one consisted of 16 questions focusing on the crisis management applied by each 
organization.  The purpose of the first part was a deeper understanding of crisis effects 
on organizations’ operations, as well as the interviewees’ perspective on current and 
future changes occurred to Thessaloniki’s MICE industry due to COVID-19. The second 
part aimed at investigating organizations’ effectiveness, depending on the actions and 
strategies taken during COVID-19 crisis.  
3.3 Data Results 
Data results were determined based on data analysis, which achieved through deductive 
content analysis. Research data were categorized into sub-categories associated with 
research questions themes. The first main category was the impact of COVID-19 grouped 
into two sub-categories of Current Impacts and Future Impacts, while the second main 
category was the effectiveness of MICE organizations in regards to crisis management. 
That category is classified into the pre-crisis stage of planning and the during-crisis stage 
of response and recovery. By figuring out connections between the sampling groups in 
key issues, valuable findings were identified. The analysis of those findings led to the 
achievement of research aims. 
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3.3.1 Current Impact of COVID-19 
The devastating impact of COVID-19 on Thessaloniki’s MICE industry was undoubtedly 
reconfirmed through participants’ interviews. PCOs, hotels and TIF stated that 100% of 
their MICE activities were postponed or cancelled due to the strict measures imposed, 
the increased fear and the limited air connectivity. As far as their turnover was 
concerned, TIF’s turnover declined approximately 70%, while PCOs’ decrease ranged 
between 90-100% and hotels’ between 65-75%. Regarding the working conditions, 
100% of all organizations’ employees were suspended or working from home during 
lockdown periods. During the reopening period, 50% of TIF employees’ were working 
from home, PCOs’ change of working conditions ranged between 80-100%, while hotels’ 
operational departments were working normally and the functional departments were 
working from home. Most of the participants mentioned that the level of restrictions 
imposed was the main reason that forced them to either postpone or even cancel their 
activities. Moreover, they stated that the continuous adjustments on official guidelines 
were a drawback for the industry, since a MICE activity requires time for planning. 
However, encouraging was the fact that MICE activities were mostly postponed or 
adjusted to virtual or hybrid events and not completely cancelled.  
3.3.2 Future Impact of COVID-19 
Uncertainty was the word that best described the participants’ state, as well as the 
whole industry globally. Participants were asked the estimated recovery time of 
Thessaloniki’s MICE industry. No participant was absolutely sure since the interviews 
were conducted during the second national lockdown period. However, the responses 
varied from September 2021 as an optimistic approach, to 2023. Mrs. Sotiriou and Mrs. 
Papadimitriou referred to the intense global interdependence by stating that travelling 
is the main issue of pandemic which affects recovery and not the destination itself. 
Consequently, Thessaloniki’s recovery depends heavily on the global circumstances. 
Mrs. Sotiriou explained that due to destination exclusion, virtual events’ content quality 
is enhanced. Moreover, she stated that virtual events are here to stay, since they 
constitute an affordable option, yet she added the critical issues of virtual event fatigue 
and the vanishing of networking through online platforms. Lastly, she claimed that 
smaller destinations will recover quicker since they are considered as safer options, thus 
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Thessaloniki will be advantaged. PCOs added that virtual events are not only here to 
stay, but also to replace the physical ones for a period of time. They argued that 
operations will not return back to normal. Mrs. Amarantidou supported that several 
procedures and measures will permanently be adopted after the crisis. Mr. Sideras 
stated that the challenge of digitalization and global competition improved events’ level 
of content and consequently, increased attendees’ demands. Mrs. Papadimitriou 
insisted that the absence of physical events will lead to the emerging need of the 
destination experience and organizations should take advantage of that opportunity and 
promote the destination. Mr. Pozrikidis also referred to the lack of physical events as a 
potential for increasing participation, and stressed the need of physical events by 
quoting “The physical interaction is unique”. Hotels group also emphasized the human 
interaction part, supporting that virtual events will not replace the physical ones. Mrs. 
Stamati stated “there is a need for physical events”. Mrs. Sotiriadou clearly argued that 
human interaction cannot be replaced and a large part of MICE activities consist of the 
professional relationships created. Mr. Chehab also supported the virtual event fatigue 
and people’s craving for human interaction. Hotels group considered that circumstances 
will definitely change, since the participation restriction and health & safety plan will 
remain at least for a period of time. As far as the quality was concerned, Hotels group 
claimed that online procedures may lead to diminished service quality. 
3.3.3 Pre-crisis Stage of Planning 
All organizations interviewed had experienced previous crises and believe in the 
importance of a CMP. However, none of them had a pre-existing CMP adequate for the 
level of COVID-19 pandemic since no one expected its extent. TIF was the first one that 
created a comprehensive CMP, since the 85th International Fair of Thessaloniki was 
expected to take place in September 2020. TIF’s CMP was formed based on international 
practice guides of AIPC, ICCA and UFI, on national health authorities’ guidelines and 
guidance, and was submitted to The National Public Health Organization for approval. 
The Research & Development Department was responsible for creating the CMP, while 
meetings and training were regularly conducted. Regular news monitoring of national 
and international instructions and guidelines was controlled by the CCT, which was also 
responsible for external communication with the media. Furthermore, TIF paid attention 
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to offices’ operations and staff management, while extensive planning on exhibitions’ 
and congresses’ operations was carried out. All the necessary preparation plans, such as 
entry control, number of persons per stand or per hall, as well as health and safety, 
emergency, contingency plans and during-the-event operations were in place. TIF 
published their detailed CMP on the website, promoting a totally safe and well-prepared 
organization. It is also worth noting that TIF had a cooperation with a healthcare 
provider before the crisis. 
TCB’s main priority is to promote Thessaloniki as an ideal MICE destination. Mrs. Sotiriou 
noted that COVID-19 erased completely all the destinations for a period of time. 
Consequently, during the planning phase, TCB conducted the afore-mentioned research 
for COVID-19 impacts on Greece’s MICE industry, and used the lockdown period to 
improve their digital elements. TCB website was redesigned to secure a strong digital 
presence and their newsletters were created also in English form and targeted foreign 
buyers included in TCB database, yet with different content. Moreover, TCB were 
improving their Meetings Planner Guide, structured with a digital sense, in order to 
make it more attractive. Due to repeated changes in the pandemic situation, TCB was 
forced to change three times their strategic planning. Moreover, TCB was planning for 
their members, several webinars with foreign speakers aiming at training. However, the 
psychological toll, due to uncertainty, suspensions and dismissals, forced TCB to cancel 
them.  
As far as the PCOs are concerned, the CMT consisted of one-man team, either the owner 
or a professional of high-level position, since they are small and medium-sized 
companies. COVID-19 pandemic fundamentally changed PCOs operations, since most of 
their activities modified to virtual or hybrid ones. It should be recognized that 
interviewers promptly and effectively adapted to the radical digital transition. Mrs. 
Amarantidou mentioned that the most difficult part was to realize that pandemic had 
fundamentally changed the way of their operations, rather than adapting. Every 
member of PCOs was fully informed about the pandemic situation and news monitoring 
conducted by everyone. Regular meetings were also conducted to ensure new 
responsibilities and tasks, generated by COVID-19, were in place. Due to PCOs’ nature 
training and preparation for last minute changes constitute common procedures, 
consequently all PCOs members were well-prepared for any possible case. Moreover, 
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PCOs interviewed are certified for the Quality Management System implemented 
according to the requirements of ISO, proving their ability not only to provide service 
quality, but also to manage crises and prevent unpleasant incidents. PCOs’ health & 
safety and emergency plans were entirely based on national guidelines and protocols, 
while contingency plans were established by them. Mrs. Sideras referred to a hybrid 
event held during the reopening period by Global Events Ltd, in which the PCO provided 
the speakers with the option of choosing either virtual or physical presence, in order to 
be flexible with short notice changes. Mrs. Papadimitriou stated the importance of a 
contingency plan in case a member of the event team tested positive to COVID-19. PCOs 
assigned a person responsible for crisis communication to ensure consistency. Artion 
delegated the company’s journalist responsible for CCP, Symvoli delegated it to their 
Communications Manager, while Global Events delegated that responsibility to Mr. 
Sideras and Mr. Paliouras (Global Events - Business Development Executive & TCB – BOD 
member). Nevertheless, the part of complaint handling in regards to events’ 
modifications and cancellation policies assigned to the PCO members, responsible for 
managing each event.  
Hotels group had existing CMPs for emergency cases, such as earthquakes, however the 
pandemic case was unexpected and CMP was created based on COVID-19 data. Hotels 
had established cooperation with private healthcare companies and following the 
official guidelines and regulations, created appropriate CMPs. Hotels were obliged to 
delegate a CMP moderator, responsible for training and regular meetings to coordinate 
employees and ensure that all responsibilities among all departments were clear to 
everyone. The CMP also included the health & safety and emergency plans, as well as 
contingency plans. The last minute announcements of national measures were also a 
drawback for hotels, since they were forced, for instance, to transfer their events to 
more spacious conference halls on short notice. The competitive advantage of 
participants’ flexibility, due to their variety of hall options, facilitated their adjustment 
and prompt response to new regulations. Regarding the CCP, the Communications & 
Marketing Departments are responsible for crisis communication and news monitoring 
in Hotels group, however, Sales & Conference Departments are also responsible for 
news monitoring in regards to MICE industry. 
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3.3.4 During-crisis Stage of Response and Recovery 
First of all, it should be mentioned that the interviews were conducted during the second 
national lockdown in Greece, thus some participants hadn’t executed their selected 
strategies to mitigate the crisis yet, due to high levels of uncertainty. 
TIF was one of the hardest-hit organizations since no exhibitions were held during the 
reopening period. However, their CMP was improved and constant monitoring of 
national and international news was managed during that stage. Refund policies were 
managed by a collaboration of the Accounting Department with the Manager of each 
exhibition, while customer communication was managed by the specific exhibition 
Manager and his/her team. Mr. Pozrikidis mentioned that TIF will use the social media 
strategy and “value-add” strategy, aiming at recovery and will collaborate with local 
private or public organizations, assisting with the city’s recovery. Lastly, TIF had created 
a separate part for COVID-19 in their website and shared its CMP.  
PCOs managed to adapt promptly to the new normal and successfully organized virtual 
events and a few hybrid ones. Customer communication and complaint handling were 
controlled by Managers responsible for the specific event and their teams. As preferable 
strategy, PCOs selected the social media strategy as their primary option. Mr. Sideras 
referred to their social media campaign launched in March, promoting the benefits of 
virtual and hybrid events. Global Events was the only PCO that used re-directing 
marketing efforts, aiming at new collaborations. Global Events also used the discount 
pricing strategy and free trials of webinars in an effort to long-term collaborations. 
Artion also used the discount pricing in their digital services. All of the PCOs cooperate 
with TCB, as well as local and national, private and public organizations, aiming at a 
common framework that facilitates Thessaloniki’s MICE industry recovery.  
Hotels group also used the social media strategy as their primary one, promoting mainly 
health and safety. Some of the participants used the discount pricing strategy, however 
Mr. Chehab supported that price comes second in guests’ decision process, since safety 
is all that counts. Mrs. Stamati mentioned that “Flexibility is the word that best describes 
the approach of every hotel in order to recover”. Hotels are obliged to create a central 
point of information in their websites, dedicated to COVID-19. Regarding the complaint 
and cancellation policies, Sales & Conference Departments were responsible, since each 
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case was different depending on regulations (e.g. 18-month voucher), Accounting 
Department, and the customer. In most instances, hotels used a PR perspective of 
returning deposits, since their main concern constitutes guests satisfaction, and 
considering that the choice of cancellation or postponement relied on a force majeure 
event. Lastly, hotels are having continuous cooperation with TCB and thus, will assist 
with planning a recovery strategy.  
Mrs. Sotiriou quoted “There is a global freeze due to COVID-19” and considering the 
regular data change, TCB hadn’t established a recovery plan. They were planning some 
hybrid events to promote Thessaloniki in December, however they were postponed. 
Mrs. Sotiriou stressed the importance of readjustment and claimed that those events 
would be held either virtually or using another strategy, such as a video campaign, 
depending on the given data. Furthermore, Mrs. Sotiriou emphasized the importance of 
digital elements and said “Either you adapt to the new normal or you fall behind.” The 
following aim of TCB is to promote its members as fully-prepared, equipped and 
qualified companies that successfully respond to the new normal. That aim will 
constitute the main concept of TCB’s future campaign in order to support its members. 
Lastly, Mrs. Sotiriou stressed the need for a common strategy at a national level in 
regards to the MICE industry and expected that its cooperation with HAPCO and ACVB 
may create volume and lead to government’s support. Mrs. Sotiriou concluded with 
optimism by saying that cooperation is the key and we will figure out a way for both 
businesses and destinations. 
4. Results and Discussion 
The study confirmed that the MICE industry was one of the hardest-hit sectors and 
sensitive enough, modifying 100% of MICE activities due to COVID-19. In particular, the 
main reasons that urge organizations to adjust, postpone or even cancel their activities 
were the limited air connectivity, people’s fear but most importantly, the strict 
measures imposed by national authorities. National authorities should realize the 
nature of MICE activities and timely update and announce future guidelines. Continuous 
adjustments on official guidelines should be diminished since they constitute an 
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important drawback for MICE organizers. Moreover, MICE representatives should be 
incorporated into the decision process of industry’s guidelines and restrictions, so as 
MICE organizations’ sustainability to be secured.  
The devastating impact of COVID-19 can be divided into economic and psychological 
impacts. Economic impacts reconfirmed through the study’s primary data related to 
organizations’ turnover decrease, and psychological ones, caused by uncertainty and 
modification on working conditions, were mentioned by almost every interviewee. 
Psychological toll was mainly derived from uncertainty and can be consciously 
controlled through team efforts. TCB’s project of training webinars was an ideal concept 
which should have been executed, in order to motivate and boost MICE stakeholders to 
exploit that period and gain soft or hard skills. DMO or companies themselves can also 
organize webinars for educational and motivational purposes for their employees and 
use the time of immobility to fill the gaps and familiarize with the new virtual tools. 
Moreover, team-bonding virtual meetings can be organized by companies once per 
week to assist with weakening psychological impacts.  
COVID-19 was the largest game changer for the MICE industry which rapidly led to the 
new normal of digital transformation. Virtual events and digital elements are here to 
stay and Thessaloniki’s MICE stakeholders realized that fact and responded promptly 
and successfully. However, they should deal with two main issues, virtual event fatigue 
and weakening of networking. The afore-mentioned issues can be handled through 
engagement tools. The PCOs that organize virtual events should know their target 
audience and create particular Q&A section and polls. In addition, creating virtual 
experiences aiming at networking and bonding, such as virtual wine tasting or virtual 
games that may offer a more vibrant experience. It should be mentioned that 
digitalization increased the global competition and consequently, the level of virtual 
events’ content quality and attendees’ demands radically increased. Companies are 
highly recommended to invest in expensive and high-tech audiovisual equipment and 
software or collaborate with local audiovisual companies, since successful virtual events 
require high-quality virtual design. This is an opportunity for local PCOs to promote their 
digital capabilities and be distinguished globally. TCB realized that competitive 
advantage and made use of it, by promoting its members as professionals that 
successfully and rapidly respond to the digital transition, through a future digital 
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campaign. Moreover, financial assistance should be provided by the Ministry of 
Development & Investment to enable organizations and businesses to support the cost 
of new technological equipment required for safety, as well as the cost of digital 
services, so as to be more effective and competitive. Advanced technology equipment 
is only one part of the new era, since investing in social media strategy, strengthening 
the digital presence and exploiting funding opportunities of international programs are 
also important elements. As per the primary data, all of the interviewees selected to 
invest in social media strategy, which reconfirmed that Thessaloniki’s MICE stakeholders 
had realized the necessity of digital image. However, some of the participants hadn’t 
started to plan their preferred strategies due to uncertainty and consider to take action 
when circumstances will be more stable. From my perspective, organizations should 
have exploited the time by being prepared and designing a number of potential 
strategies, such as social media campaigns or value-add packages, in order to gain time, 
step forward, respond quickly and gain confidence. In terms of confidence, 
organizations should have taken into consideration the vulnerability of the MICE 
industry and create a CMP for a possible pandemic in order to respond proactively and 
not reactively. Any adjustments based on official guidelines would be added on the CMP, 
and consequently the sense of clarity and confidence would have counterbalanced the 
feeling of threat. However, encouraging was the fact that organizations were feeling 
more confident and more experienced, having a CMP developed and they stated that it 
will be further improved, for a future health-related crisis.  
Getting on to the new era of the post-crisis period, operations will not return back to 
normal and this was also reconfirmed through the study’s primary data. Procedures and 
measures will permanently be adapted, so organizations should be well-prepared and 
try to acquire new certifications on hygiene quality standards. Moreover, organizations 
should increase their focus on contingency planning, not only in physical but also in 
virtual events, since the part of real-time is more difficult to be controlled. Hotels and 
venues will be expected to offer the option of remote attendance, since global 
attendees became more familiar with live-streaming technologies. For that reason, 
hotels and venues should ensure high-tech equipment, infrastructure and skills. Based 
on study’s primary data, hotels group mentioned that service quality will be diminished 
by contactless procedures, due to COVID-19. In my point of view, safety is the new 
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quality that hotels and venues should offer. Limited participation, larger spaces and 
packaged food instead of buffet-style, constitute some of the most important elements 
which satisfy the need for safety. 
Physical events are vital for destinations, since they benefit the local community and 
PCOs ought to insist on holding physical or even hybrid-events instead of virtual ones. 
In collaboration with TCB, they may promote Thessaloniki as a small, safe destination 
and additionally, organize familiarization trips for journalists and organizers. Moreover, 
primary data revealed that flexibility was the main component of organizations’ 
strategy. MICE organizers will seek for flexible cancellation terms, however it should be 
mentioned that organizations should consciously consider the contract issues. For 
instance, using buffers for cancellations related to COVID-19 and clarifying the options 
for refund or credit. 
Lastly, the study revealed that all interviewees contribute substantially and collaborate 
for the common purpose of promoting Thessaloniki as an ideal MICE destination. It is 
advisable to continue working on a collaborative framework and ensure mutual 
marketing efforts during the post-crisis stage. More assistance should be provided by 
GNTO to help restore Greece’s MICE tourism, with specialized efforts and a national 
strategy dedicated particularly to the MICE sector. It is highly recommended a persistent 
endeavor of Greece’s key stakeholders, HAPCO, ACVB and TCB to push national 
authorities to develop adequate MICE branding and marketing strategies for the 
promising and fast growing Greece’s MICE industry.  
5. Conclusion 
The study revealed the devastating economic impact on Thessaloniki’s MICE industry 
and the considerable level of uncertainty, due to pandemic’s novelty and continuous 
modifications on the given data. Consequently, the study highlighted the vulnerability 
of the MICE industry and proved the necessity of a CMP in place. Moreover, the 
interdependence among the MICE industry globally was also identified through the 
study, since any estimations were based on international data. However, digitalization 
helped the MICE industry to maintain its activities virtually, and thus penetrate into a 
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new era. Primary data proved the prompt response and adjustment of Thessaloniki’s 
MICE stakeholders in the new normal of COVID-19, since they invest in digital elements 
and PCOs had already organized virtual events successfully. On the other side, 
interviewees supported that physical interaction cannot be replaced and may play a 
fundamental role in industry’s recovery. The study figured out that interviewees realized 
the importance of a CMP and enhanced their confidence, since they were well-prepared 
and experienced for any future health-related crisis. In terms of evaluating the 
effectiveness of organizations’ responses to COVID-19 and based on the crisis 
management framework and international practices mentioned in the literature part of 
the study, participants were fully prepared and flexible, having health & safety, 
emergency and contingency plans established. All of the participants proved their 
resilience and professionalism in the unprecedented conditions. They had promptly 
realized the transition to new normality and adjusted their strategies based mainly on 
digital elements. As far as coordination is concerned, the study highlighted the 
importance of that element, since participants considered communication and 
coordination as vital ingredients not only for recovery, but in general.  Therefore, the 
study achieved successfully both of its goals; investigating COVID-19 impacts and 
evaluating Thessaloniki’s MICE stakeholders’ response, and additionally addressed the 
new normality generated by COVID-19. On a final note, the study highlighted the gravity 
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First Section: Impact of COVID-19 crisis 
1) What is the percentage of MICE activities modifications 
(postponements/cancellations) due to COVID-19 crisis? 
2) What is the company’s/organization’s revenue drop percentage due to COVID-
19 crisis? 
3) What is the percentage of working conditions’ modification due to COVID-19 
crisis? (e.g. working suspension/remote working) 
4) What is the expected recovery time for Thessaloniki’s MICE Industry in your 
opinion? 
5) Do you think that COVID-19 will change the way of organization’s/company’s 
operations in the future? 
6) Do you think that virtual events will replace the physical ones in Thessaloniki? 
7) Do you consider that MICE activities’ quality will be enhanced due to COVID-19 
changes? 
 
Second Section: Crisis Management 
1. Have you experienced another crisis in the past? 
2. Do you consider a crisis management plan important for controlling a crisis? 
3. Did you have a crisis management plan in place for a health-related crisis, such 
as COVID-19? 
4. Have you assigned a crisis management team? 
5. Was everyone involved with the crisis management plan trained for every 
possible scenario during the MICE activity? 
6. Have you organized meetings to ensure that everyone involved is up to date and 
knows his responsibilities? 
7. Have you cooperated with any healthcare provider? 
8. Have you cooperated with or advised by any healthcare provider for establishing 
a health & safety plan? 
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9. Have you cooperated with or advised by any healthcare provider for establishing 
a medical response plan? 
10. Have you developed contingency plans in case of urgent adjustments? 
11. Have you had a crisis communication plan? 
12. Have you assigned a person or team responsible for news monitoring? 
13. Have you assigned a person or team responsible for complaint handling? 
14. Which of the following marketing strategies have you implemented or planning 
to implement? 
a) Re-directing marketing efforts (focus on less affected markets) 
b) Social Media Strategy (promotional video, campaigns) 
c) ”Value-add” Strategy (offering something extra, such as a free dinner 
during a three-day convention) 
d) Discount Pricing Strategy 
15. Have you cooperated with other tourism and MICE stakeholders and companies 
for Thessaloniki’s MICE industry recovery? 
16. Will you use the lessons learned from COVID-19 crisis to create or improve your 
crisis management plan? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thank you 
